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The demand for first shots of COVID-19 vaccines has gone down about 20% nationally, but not quite as much in New Hampshire.
Demand for vaccines in New Hampshire remains solid, public health workers say
PBSC Urban Solutions Applauded by Frost & Sullivan for Leading the Public Bikesharing Systems Market in LATAM PBSC's strategic partnerships across the region and advanced technologies have enabled it ...
PBSC Urban Solutions Applauded by Frost & Sullivan for Leading the Public Bikesharing Systems Market in LATAM
Sullivan County's mask order will expire at 11:59 p.m. on Friday, Sullivan County Mayor Richard Venable said Tuesday afternoon.
Lee lifts state's public health orders; Venable won't extend Sullivan's mask order
Philip Akinyelure, a PhD student in the Department of Epidemiology, has recently received notice that his pre-doctoral fellowship submission “Social Determinants of Health and Blood Pressure Control ...
School of Public Health News
Sullivan County’s mask mandate expired Friday — and despite the fact that COVID-19 cases are rising again and the county’s positivity rate is more than twice the state average, county ...
Amid warnings about rising cases and low vaccination numbers, Sullivan County drops mask mandate
BCBSA is also planning to target behavioral health later this year, and then diabetes and cardiovascular conditions. All four health issues disproportionately impact communities of color. Maureen ...
BCBSA is aiming to reduce racial disparities in maternal health by 50% in the next 5 years. Here's how
Tennessee Gov. Bill Lee announced the end of statewide public health orders and signed an executive order to address economic and regulatory functions.
Governor declares COVID-19 a ‘managed public health issue,’ removes restrictions in 89 counties
As many as 551 dedicated pressure swing Adsorption (PSA) medical oxygen generation plants will be set up inside public health facilities across the country to boost availability of the life-saving gas ...
PM Cares Fund approves installation of these units in public health facilities across the country
"I think that every part of the world will reach herd immunity sooner or later," said Benjamin Cowling, head of the division of epidemiology and biostatistics at the School of Public Health in the ...
Myth or reality? Health experts weigh in on whether 'herd immunity' is possible
Tennessee Gov. Bill Lee announced Tuesday that the statewide COVID-19 public health orders have been lifted and that the local authority to issue mask mandates in 89 of 95 counties is no longer ...
Lee lifts public health orders, mask mandates can no longer be issued in most counties
Lee pushes reopening, focus on economic recovery By Tamas Mondovics Editor Tennessee Gov. Bill Lee announced on Tuesday (4/27) the ...
Gov. Lee Ends Public Health Orders
Gov. Bill Lee has announced the end of statewide public health orders in counties under the control of the Tennessee Department of Health, according to a news release. The executive order ends the ...
Gov. Lee announces end of public health orders in 89 counties
Tennessee Governor Bill Lee announced an end to the state’s public health orders Tuesday. You can watch News Channel 11’s live stream of the ...
‘COVID-19 is now a managed public health issue in Tennessee’: Gov. Lee announces end of statewide public health orders
We need to really do our work to ... bring us to a space where LGBTQ folks know that they’re going to be accepted,” said Chase Glenn, MUSC’s new LGBTQ+ health services director.
MUSC prioritizing, expanding LGBTQ+ health care as SC seeks to curtail trans rights
Tennessee Governor Bill Lee is ending public health orders and asking for the mask mandate to be lifted in Shelby County.
Here’s what the end of TN’s statewide public health orders means
Tennessee Gov. Bill Lee announced Tuesday he will end statewide public health orders regarding the COVID-19 pandemic and shift the state toward “recovery.” ...
Lee lifts public health orders, local mask authority in Tennessee
A Sullivan spokesman confirmed the Republican senator’s endorsement Monday after he spoke at a Bronson campaign event over the weekend.
U.S. Sen. Sullivan endorses Bronson and former Gov. Knowles endorses Dunbar in Anchorage mayor’s race
Ronnie O’Sullivan fears fans’ overenthusiasm could wreck his bid for a seventh world crown after he was accosted in a “nightmare” incident in Sheffield city centre.
Ronnie O’Sullivan fears for health after ‘nightmare’ incident with ‘boozed up’ fan in Sheffield
Ronnie O’Sullivan gave the returning Crucible fans a treat by firing three consecutive centuries to wrap up a first round win over Mark Joyce – but fears their overenthusiasm ...
Ronnie O'Sullivan admits health concerns after run-in with 'boozed up geezer'
Executive Order 80 ends the local authority to issue mask requirements in the 89 counties directed by the state health department.
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